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Beyond The Introductory Information
Systems Course: A Mini-Course Series
For Business Students
ABSTRACT: In order to be competitive in this increasingly complex world of information
technology, business and industry, government, and entrepreneurs must be aware of the
proper application of technology and must manage it effectively. Undergraduate students
need more than an introductory survey course; they need in-depth application of technology
to real problems. This mini-course approach is designed to motivate students with hands-on
software applications and systems design concepts. The minicourse series is comprised of
one-credit modules, is project-oriented, and is scheduled to accommodate general business
and liberal arts students in preparation for their application of information technology in the
workplace.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, computer literacy is not enough.
Tomorrow, computer fluency may not be
enough. Students need more than a single,
introductory information systems course
in order to prepare for both immediate
job entry and for future executive careers.
They must be aware of the implications
of computer technology and must be
educated and trained continuously
throughout their career. Their capabilities to
think creatively and constructively must be
exercised so that they can adapt to the
changing global environment and be
receptive to the marketplace.
Effective use of information technology
will continue to be more important as the
new century approaches. In more flattened
organizational structures, which move corporate accountability closer to operating
managers, the factors of timeliness, completeness, and information sharing become
even more important. Corporations are
making hard demands for soft skills (human
communication, synthesis as well as analytical thinking, strategic and visionary
approaches, and team participation) in
addition to diffused technological competence [ l]. Managers at all levels in the
organization must be trained to use effectively this diffusion of technology.
According to a report by the American

Society for Training and Development, 75%
of the currently employed will need training
by the next century [2]. Although
programming training for end users has
been available, most solutions either fall
short of expectations or exceed the capability of the typical user [3].
Some corporations continue to rely on
higher education to provide such training.
There exists a need for colleges and universities to provide students enrolled in all
academic programs the opportunity to
enhance technological competence in preparation for careers in the next century [4,5].
However, such computer literacy programs
should remain focused on educational goals
and objectives and not be driven by the
technology itself [6]. Students need short,
intensive, easily-scheduled information
systems courses to make them more
effective users.
Many educators agree that more computing is good; few can agree on the topics
and the method of inclusion. How much
knowledge of the application of computer
technology should a general business
student possess in order to be effective upon
graduation? The literature has been
organized by Juneau [3] into five categories
of literacy definitions: a) specific, b) global,
c) planned, d) evolutionary, and e) individual. The problem with this computer
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literacy classification system is that the techno logy has progressed so fast that a clear
definition never emerged.
For the information systems major, professional organizations such as DPMA and
ACM have published curricular guidelines
which are function-based, objectives-driven,
and increase in depth until a satisfactory
level is achieved [7 ,8,9]. Although these
guidelines indicate service to the non-IS
professional as well, general business or
liberal arts students would have to take
several courses beyond the introductory IS
course in order to acquire information
system components from the "knowledge
clusters" upon which the curricula are
based. Since these programs are suggestions
only, some smaller institutions have
developed variations providing for a less
centralized IS structure [3], for operating
under resource limitations [10], or for
meeting AACSB requirements [4]. Jackson's
research [10]. indicates the need for
academic programs to address two types of
professionals, the end-user guru (application of technology to business functions)
and the technical guru (design and development of complex technology for
business). His variation to the DPMA
guidelines includes these two separate
options within the IS major program.
As the emphasis in business continues to
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